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Welcome to the
NATO Innovation Hub
Because innovation needs to be OPEN, FAST AND USER
CENTRIC, the NATO Innovation Hub (IH) has been developing,
improving, and spreading innovation mindset, techniques, and
tools since its inception in 2012.
Celebrating 10 years of successful operations, as the first ever
Defence Open Innovation entity, IH kickstarted open innovation
in NATO in 2012. Today, it supports whoever in the Alliance
needs innovative solutions, and whoever wants to implement
innovation for Defence and Security.
IH is the global community of those who make Defence
Innovation happen.
You can be part of it.

The most important success factor in a dynamic
environment is the ability to quickly adapt to emerging
challenges. This is the IH’s goal.
Mission
>

IH develops innovative solutions to issues
from anyone in NATO.

>

IH supports open innovation entities everywhere.

HUMAN, MACHINES, C

Introduction
In our fast evolving environment, success and
resilience depend on, more than anything else,
one’s ability to adapt to emerging challenges and
surprises. The end goal of IH is to make NATO
adaptable, fast. This goal will be achieved only
if the Innovation mindset and techniques spread
all over the Alliance. Therefore, the NATO Supreme
Allied Commander Transformation offers IH
support to anyone willing to implement or leverage
innovation anywhere in the Alliance. After learning
from the most innovative industry, IH specializes
in two specific and powerful innovation methods:
Open Innovation and Agile Development.
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, CYBER, MILITARY

Open Innovation ensures that any

The IH Agile methodology ensures that

challenge and any question is addressed

solutions are developed in very close

in collaboration with the best experts from

collaboration with the end-users, through short

around the world, and with the public. NATO

cycles (sprints) allowing to reassess the value

must learn from others, and therefore IH

of the solutions very often along the way, and

projects are open to all. This negates

match it to the evolution of the requirement

group-think and ensures out-of-the-box

and the technology. For one decade, the IH has

solutions. This also allows each project to

been practicing these methodologies with its

be tackled by a multi-disciplinary team,

global expert open community; and has been

always including expertise in the field of

spreading them, together with the Innovation

Human Aspects, Machine Technology,

Mindset, all over the nations through

Cyber Environment and Military Operations.

the NATO Innovation Network.
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PRODUCTS
& SOLUTIONS
iHelp
In the fall of 2017, Old Dominion University

From Crisis Management and Disaster

(ODU) was one of two winners of NATO’s

Relief to Collective Defence, NATO

first Innovation Challenge which focused

operations require coordination across

on addressing disaster responsiveness –

governmental, non-governmental, and

with a scenario centred on post-hurricane

private partners. Resources contributed by

logistics along the Atlantic coast of the U.S.

diverse stakeholders must be optimized to

This was front of mind with hurricanes

meet complex operational requirements.

Harvey and Irma producing wide-spread

iHelp integrates all support requests and

damage in the late summer and early

available resources into the most efficient

fall of that year. ODU’s entry was iHelp.

and effective operational support plan. It

Not only did the team win a cash prize

is equipped with optimization algorithms

for the development of the tool, but it

designed to match needs across target

led to the creation of a tech start-up

locations with available resources.

called POLARes. Under the guidance of

It determines optimal transport routes

the Innovation Hub project managers,

and mechanisms to quickly reach

the company applied Agile Development

target destinations.

methodology to develop the iHelp solution.
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This capability is especially valuable

Image recognition and classification

in solving the complex supply chain

using neural network models classify

challenges associated with humanitarian

images that are relevant to a disaster

relief. iHelp’s algorithms can find solutions

and can differentiate whether an image

even when the transportation network

was downloaded off the Internet or taken

is disrupted. iHelp’s Artificial Intelligence

by an eyewitness. Both text and image

Natural Language Processing capability

are then combined and aggregated to

can also extract disaster text information

compute a trust score that reflects the type

from social media for different categories

of incident in the disaster location and

of incidents (e.g.,flood, injuries, and

how trustworthy the information is. Its

collapsed building and roads) to classify

most concrete products are an optimized

situational needs and priorities.

response plan, and a digital visualization
of all assets on a dynamic screen map.
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Digital Triage Assistant
In a crisis, military medical first responders

This program is a collaboration

must make life and death decisions in

between Johns Hopkins University (JHU),

adverse conditions. The Digital Triage

the Czech Technical University (CTU), and

Assistant was developed to help responders

NATO experts through the IH Innovation

identify casualties and classify those at

for Defence Program (I4D).

most risk.
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Plan for computation of MLS

The solution is a set of sensors developed

All the information is then displayed

by CTU that are placed on the soldier’s

on an app showing the location of the

body to collect vital data. The data feeds

casualties. Not only does the solution help

a model developed by Johns Hopkins

first responders prioritize victim care but it

University to assess the mortality risk

can also improve efficiencies in delivering

of each casualty, and assign a Mortality

needed care.

Likelihood Score (MLS).
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Cognitive Warfare
Expanding well beyond today’s

NATO and the IH are, therefore, looking

information warfare, tomorrow’s cognitive

for ways to defend the cognitive domain

domain targets the human brain through

against adversaries who target it through

any available means. Combining big

new technologies or information and

data, open sources, social media, mass

to mitigate the negative effects of

surveillance, facial recognition, geolocation

cognitive biases and flawed

technology, artificial intelligence, and

organizational decision-making.

hacking, the cognitive dimension offers
almost omniscient access to the centre
of gravity of a NATO operation:
the brain of the decision makers.
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In 2019 “Operation 2040” identified the

These conclusions are captured in

human brain as the centre of gravity.

the Cognitive Warfare study along

The IH Cognition Project, during its initial

with other reports.

“understanding and community-building
phase,” achieved a common vision on

In a second phase, innovative solution

the topic.

concepts are being developed to
improve individual critical thinking

More recent studies provided detailed and

and organizational decision-making by

scientific insights about how the cognitive

leveraging the latest advances in science

domain is under permanent threat.

and technology.
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Autonomous Systems Concepts
Seamless deployment and operation

(DTEx) to assess opportunities and

of military autonomous systems is

challenges. This work delivered several

a critical focus of the NATO IH.

advances which has expanded NATO’s

Human-Machine teaming, Trust, Ethics,

understanding of this technology including

Algorithm bias, and countermeasures

Policy Guidance on Autonomy in Defence

are some of the topics the IH has

Systems, the Autonomous Systems

addressed in recent years. Autonomous

Countermeasures Concept, the Artificial

Systems (AS) have been tackled through

Intelligence for HUMINT study, and the

studies, workshops, and two Innovation

Trust in Autonomous Systems study.

Challenges. Future AS was also the focus
of Disruptive Technology Experiments

NATO Innovation Hub
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TEXAS
NATO’s IH delivered a critical new

Together, they identified a good candidate

intelligence capability to NATO warfighters,

for a software-intensive project: the gap

quickly and ahead of schedule, confirming

separating the Intelligence Requirement

a proof of concept for its new Agile

and Collection Management processes. At

project development process. The Tasking,

the time, no single system or application

Exploitation, Assessment System (TEXAS),

tracked analytical requirements from

is a planning tool that assigns and

inception to delivery. A clumsy manual

manages allied intelligence gathering.

system was the only way to confirm

Commanders can now task assets and

whether the right information was

get information quickly to make critical

delivered to the correct user. TEXAS

decisions on the battlefield.

replaces a make-shift solution that used
commercial spreadsheet software to

In October 2019, ACT’s Innovation Branch

organize intelligence requests.

visited NATO’s Allied Air Command in
Ramstein, Germany, to find solutions for

TEXAS is a proof of concept for the Agile

its operational pain points.

process. The IH delivered this project to
NATO in just eight months – two months
ahead of schedule.

NATO Innovation Hub
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TEXAS

Tasking, Exploitation, Assessment System

PROBLEM

AIRCOM’s existing, Microsoft Access based, Joint Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance
data-broker tool has limitations and requires a modern, user friendly replacement.

Funding Accreditation and Service Support

Jan 2020

Requirements

• Improve NATO Intelligence Requirement
• Management and Collection
• Management Processes
Late 2020
Early 2021

Demonstration

Exercise RAAM 20 and 21

User AcceptanceTesting

Ongoing

Accreditation/Future Development
TEXAS Version 2

Independent Development
team or NCIA’s NATO
Software Factory conduct
further development

Placement
on Network

NCIA conducts
Accreditation

Funding review

SOLUTION

TEXAS will allow Collection Managers to streamline the NATO Intelligence Requirement Management and
Collection Management processes, leading to optimal operational response times to intelligence requests.

NATO Innovation Hub
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THE
WORKFORCE
The IH Community
The IH is only as strong as its community
members. Military, academia, industry,
entrepreneurs, and the public are encouraged
to join the IH, share their ideas, and
contribute to the solution development.
With the diversity of minds at the table,
and the guidance of the IH project managers,
the IH is one of NATO’s most innovative
problem-solving resources.

“We bring academia, best
practices from industry, students,
experts in different areas that can
come together in one location, or
online, and really come up with the
best solutions possible that we can
provide the Alliance. It’s not just
about how we build solutions,
but it’s changing the culture,
changing the processes, making
people look at things differently
to support the Alliance in a much
faster, agile way.”
- Tami Hrivnak, IH Project Manager

NATO Innovation Hub
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The IH Staff
The IH staff serve as key facilitators –

Some tackle experimentation and

ensuring the broader community works

solution development as members

together collaboratively and generates

of a project team. Others support IH

innovative solutions that benefit NATO.

operations from an implementation

This is a diverse team of approximately

standpoint – ensuring the project

50 persons, composed of permanent

teams and wider innovation

NATO personnel; military and civilian

community have the tools and

staffers from across the Alliance;

environment they need

skilled industry contractors; and

to flourish.

academic interns.
The IH staff are also focused on the
And while the IH is based in Norfolk,

development and growth of the

Virginia, not all staff are physically on

innovation community – and to

site. In fact, many work remotely from

delivering the maximum positive

across the Alliance. Their duties are

impact for NATO and its members.

equally diverse.
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NATO INNOVATION NETWORK
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The NATO Innovation Network (NIN) is a federation
of governmental defence entities applying open
innovation through mutual support and by sharing
best practices, subject matter expertise, and audiences
to solve complex problems. The Network is a global
force multiplier for members who are looking at
problems and for new solutions.
Innovation has a specific meaning within the
Network which is important to understand so we
can maximize its potential. Innovation can mean a
new idea, method, or device. It can also be a novel
improvement to an existing product, process, or
service. Innovation can be incremental or disruptive,
architectural, or radical, systemic, or isolate.
Most important: Innovation amplifies NATO’s
effectiveness no matter where we are,
no matter what we do.
Further, the Network is not a static or fixed
arrangement of partners. In fact, new members are
encouraged to join and teams – however constituted
– are encouraged to find the right chemistry to solve
complex problems.
The Network applies identification, subject matter
expertise, invested audiences, solution proposals and
implementation opportunities to help NATO meet
mission success.
NIN provides support to candidate new
members, and helps them make their first
steps into innovation.

NATO Innovation Hub
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INNOVATION
ASSETS

Open Online Collaboration
Open Innovation means that people

Supporting a 30-nation organization,

from different backgrounds cooperate in

IH, has, therefore, perfected the tools

solution development. While engaging

and techniques for optimum online

onsite in person is happening when

collaboration with anyone, anywhere.

possible, remote collaboration has

IH’s improved videoconferencing capability

been extremely efficient at the IH

remains the most advanced in the military

from the get go.

sector and its remote development teams
repeat their success. More recently, the IH
is experimenting with virtual reality.

NATO Innovation Hub
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Agile Development
In all its projects IH applies the principles

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

of Agile Development to deliver rapid,

While this applies to all projects, the

iterative, user-centric solutions to NATO.

IH has developed an in-house software

This requires a different way of thinking

agile development capability that, by

about and collaborating on projects,

using DevSecOps processes rather than

including working off-site with the private

traditional “Waterfall” development,

sector, non-profits, and academic experts

slashes production timelines for new

outside NATO. Once launched, end-users

software and upgrades. Preferred

are integrated into the development

customers are NATO Allied Command

team which ensures direct feedback

Operations, which can submit their

and solution accuracy from the start.

support request directly to the IH.

What once took several years or more,

The IH software development lab is

the IH can deliver in months.

geared to deliver 10 solutions every year.
All NATO staff can request IH software
development support.
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The Disruptive Technology
Experiment - DTEX
The DTEX model combines operational

Participants and observers include

simulation, open innovation, and agile

end-users, subject matter experts,

development principles to de-risk,

students, and military planners,

and assess, new concepts, and

who contribute online or onsite.

new technologies.
DTEX events explore the impact
During a DTEX, one or more new

of innovation on NATO operations.

technologies or concepts are tested in

They are used by IH in support of

the context of a simulated environment,

the solution design phase of many

which is often enhanced by a synthetic

of its projects. It is a model that can be

environment. DTEX injects futuristic

used by others in NATO and nations,

elements within a realistic

with IH support.

operation scenario.
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The NATO Innovation Challenge is a prize open
to all that aims at three priority objectives of
the Innovation Hub:

Develop a global Defence
Innovation Ecosystem
The Challenge model is extremely simple and
accessible to anyone, at no cost, and little effort.

Identify solutions to
important NATO issues

This ensures that no one is excluded and innovation
is maximized across the public, academia, industry,
government and the military.

The Challenge issues to solve stem from defence
and security experts from NATO and Nations. The
collected solutions are reviewed by a NATO-wide
expert board; and the best ones can get support
from NATO or nations for their development and
implementation.

Participant’s benefits
>

Solution reviewed by experts
NATO-wide

Grow the NATO
Innovation Network

>

Global visibility for finalists

>

Chance to get a contract and

Each semester, the new Innovation Challenge is

>

hosted by another member of the NATO Innovation

development support
Military can submit their issues
to solve directly to IH

Network. It is a great opportunity to give them
visibility, support and develop their local innovation
ecosystem, and international outreach.

NATO Innovation Hub
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The Innovation For Defence
Program - I4D
The Innovation for Defence (I4D) program

These institutions now constitute

enables universities to incorporate real-life

an international academic network

NATO problem sets into their curricula.

supporting NATO solution development.

The program provides students, working
with a NATO mentor and their professors,

Since its inauguration in 2019, I4D has

an opportunity to solve concrete, real-life

addressed priority issues like Space

challenges over one or more semesters.

Awareness, Future Operations, Cognitive

This model, inspired by a U.S. Department

Warfare, Countering Autonomous

of Defense program and further developed

Systems, and Medical Support. Some of

with the support of Johns Hopkins

the solutions have even been selected as

University, has spread to many universities

finalists in the NATO Innovation Challenge.

in several NATO nations.
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The Solution
Development process

NATO Innovation Hub
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WE
WANT
YOU!
Anyone can become an IH community
member, get its support, and leverage
its products and assets.

AS SOLUTION PROVIDER:
Present your solution through one ongoing
open project, an innovation challenge, or on
our website solution proposal form.

AS A MILITARY END USER:
Bring your issues to launch a solution

AS A PARTNER ENTITY:

development project. Knowledge, expert

Co-lead innovative initiatives and

support, solution concepts, and Minimum

co-organize events with the NATO IH.

Viable Products can be developed for you
in a matter of months.

AS DEFENCE OPEN INNOVATION

AS AN IH COMMUNITY MEMBER:

Join the NATO Innovation Network

Join any open project to get knowledge,

to leverage the support of existing

visibility, and networking opportunities

members and expand the defence

as well as access to other projects.

innovation ecosystem.

NATO Innovation Hub
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CONTACT
More information at InnovationHub-act.org
Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter
You can also reach us at:
info@innovationhub-act.org
Or visit us:
4111 Monarch Way, suite 510
Old Dominion University
Innovation Research Park
Norfolk, VA 23508 USA

NATO Innovation Hub
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